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WE SPY

How do we know the Spring is here?

HORSKY PARK

Sophie (Penguins): Because cold comes. Katka (Penguins): No, sun! and clouds!

Olivia (Llamas): Because it was raining, and it fall on my head.

Ilja (Raccoons): Flowers start growing.

Hugo (Raccoons): Flowers are blooming.

Lukáš (Raccoons): That birds are coming out and creatures and bears.

Ella (Pufferfish): The flowers and everything start to come out of hibernation.

Alicka (Pufferfish): Because the trees are blooming.

Karolínka (Pufferfish): We can wear less of the layers.

Elenka (Pufferfish): There are flowers on the ground, and we can only wear leggings.

Amálka (Flamingos): The sun is shining, flowers are blooming, birds are singing, and it´s warm.

LIFE IS FULL OF BEAUTY

Spring is a beautiful part of the year, and we were more than excited to check the beauty in

botanical  garden;  to  see plants  and trees  coming back to  life  after  a  long winter  rest

blooming and smelling far all over. Children got busy by sniffing, observing, watching, and

even photographing or drawing this beauty.



LIFE IS A MIRACLE

To check the miracles of nature, we have created an opportunity for children to learn about

plants and flowers through gardening. Kids loved to work with garden tools digging, raking,

seeding,  and  sowing  various  flowers,  herbs,  and  vegetables.  We  will  observe  them

growing, and of course,  take care of them to have rich and well deserved harvest.



TEACHERS´ INQUIRY

GARDENING
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What do you perceive as a miracle?

Simonka (HP): From my point of view, miracle is the possibility to wake up every morning, adore

the sunrise, enjoy the day to the fullest, appreciate the little things and be thankful for everything

you have.

Mr Peter (KOL): Miracle for me is when you met that one person you want to stay with for the rest

of your life and you stay.

Erika (HP): For me, human body is a miracle – how it works, how we breathe, think, feel, perceive

the world around us through senses, how we recover from illnesses, how our heart beats and

never stops for our whole life.

Ms. Didi (MD): For me a miracle is when child is born. How that small person is growing and

evolving inside woman´s body.

Hugh (SM):  An  event  that,  having  an  incredibly  small  chance  of  happening,  it  does  indeed

happen. Like, for example, us ����

Ms Jarka (KOL):  The miracle these days is to have a happy, healthy and large family where

everybody supports and cherish one another.

Katka (SM): The whole natural world and our planet is a miracle!

SPRING FESTIVALS

As usually, we met the Easter Bunny coming to hide his chocolate treats in our garden. Of

course, we could not forget about Slovak folk traditions of whipping and watering, either.

First, boys chasing girls and then girls “replayed” everything back with the same action. In

addition, this year we got an extra Easter concert about centipede Rafaela travelling all

over the world.



WE SPY

Why do we celebrate Easter?

STARE MESTO

Natálka (Owls): So, children can have fun.

Dorian (Owls): It’s a happy time to celebrate with family.

Julko (Pandas): I have no idea.

Oskar (Pandas): Because Ice cream cars are coming.

Timmy (Foxes): Because it´s somebody who brings eggs.

MLYNSKA DOLINA

Sebi (Dragonflies): I don´t know, because of šibi ryby to girls and then they to boys.

Luisa (Dragonflies): Hmmm. Because of eating, oblievačka with water and šibačka. Because we

want to be healthy.  

Gabko (Butterflies): Because bunny will come to bring good chocolate. And because we were

colouring eggs for the decoration.  

Bianka (Butterflies):  For spring. Because it is Veľká noc and because that we go outside to find

eggs, right? And that´s not just it, also that we are celebrating Easter egg.

Emmka (Butterflies):  Because the boys and the girls are going to šibať. First the boys, then the

girls, it is nice to celebrate and it is funny and we are finding the chocolate and like that, toys,

chocolate bunnies, lollypops and everything. We like to have fun.



EXTRA CURRICULUM: SPORT TRAININGS

In September we have welcomed a new colleague responsible for additional PE activities

supporting gross motor skills of our children. Do not hesitate to check the details about 

these intensive sport trainings.

LET´S SAVE THE EARTH

22nd April is a big day for the Earth, and we celebrated it in a big style. We took the gloves,

binbags and good mood and went for a walk to clean up our neighborhoods. We noticed

how messy we all are. So, we cleaned it all up and put the trash in the right bins to be

recycled. 

OUR SPORT TRAININGS
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WE SPY

What can we do to save the Earth?

KOLIBA 

Eva V. (Orcas): We should plant more trees.

Eva K. (Orcas): We should travel more by bus than by car.

Dianka (Orcas): We should recycle.

Naďka (Orcas): We cannot waste water.

Oskar (Orcas): We cannot waste the paper.

Dianka (Kiwis): We can swim underwater and take drown animals to the doctor.

Ela (Kiwis): Take plastics and rubbish, then fish and other animals will not hurt.

Grétka (Kiwis): We shouldn´t keep the water running.

Mark (Kiwis): Not throwing the plastic into water or on the road.

Lucy (Kiwis): We can plant the flowers.

EVERYDAY LIFE



Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to read

about our class projects and activities we´ve been working on.

LATEST NEWS

OUR ART GALLERY

OUR CLASS PROJECTS
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In April we welcomed couple of newborn babies to

our  "kindergarten  family".  So,  we  all  send  lots  of

hugs and kisses to little Ms Vane´s Elena from Stare

Mesto  and  tiny  fighter  Marco  of  Ms  Lucka  from

Horsky park. 

WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL

CIS  students  learn  a  lot  via  PROJECT

BASED LEARNING. Y4 pupils got a topic:

‘Tourism  around  Europe’.  They  created

amazing writing, model-making, and video

editing projects on a variety of European

countries.  Here  are  Italy  and  Slovakia

projects on display for parents at the pupil

showcase. 

At the end of April we organized an official

ENROLMENT  of  our  new   Y2

STUDENTS.

If you want to find out more, check

www.cambridgeschool.eu.

Do you want to see MORE PICTURES? Click HERE...
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